
Competitive Analysis



Task Objective
The main objective for this task was to review two major
competitors in the Pet Health world that focus on creating
a digital health record for our most beloved pets.  Our
goal is to identify what makes these apps valuable to their
users and how well they are currently serving the market.   
We also want to identify crucial gaps in the market and
where these apps might be under performing or under
delivering so we have a better idea of what design
features & solutions we can potentially offer our target
users.   



Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 

Overview: 
I’ll be performing an analysis on Pawprint: Pet Medical Record
(https://www.getpawprint.com) a potential competitor with a
mobile application in the market we would like to serve.

Pawprint is a mobile application that allows user’s to connect
to their “pet’s caretaker network” and offers one place for your
pet’s health information.

Competitor Profile

https://www.getpawprint.com/


Offer vet connections in all 50 US states.
Focuses on obtaining “Official Medical Records” from your vet for you.
Offers reminders for important pet needs.

Key Objectives: 
Pawprint is marketed as the “The Official Pet Medical Record”.  According to their
website’s about page users “get the most up-to-date copy of your animal's medical
records from your vet online, which you can use as proof of vaccination with
groomers, hotels, and more.” With features that allow users to setup “recurring
reminders for anything like flea medication, immunizations and daily walks.” They
attempt to stand out from other pet health trackers on the market by obtaining your
pet’s “official” records directly from your veterinarian for use on the go.

 Bottom Line: 

Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 
Competitor Profile



While they have a Social Media presence there is no recent activity or engagement.
PR appears to be quite old and is likely not a growth outlet for them.
They have pretty decent reviews in the app stores.
It’s possible their marketing is focused toward their relationships with Veterinary offices rather than pet parents.

Overall Strategy: 
According to Pawprint’s website they are the #1 pet health app and have been featured in Lifehacker (2015), Product Hunt
(Review Site), Brit+Co (2017) & PureWow (2017). When doing a quick Google search Pawprint does show up in a number of
search results however most articles are tech related and are not geared toward the user.
Social Media: Pawprint does have a social media presence on Facebook, Instagram & Twitter. Pawprint does not offer a
blog or educational information outside of the app.
Price: Pawprint is a free app with in app purchases. 
Reviews: Pawprint maintains a 4.6 out of 2k reviews in the Apple App Store and a 3.6 out of 285 reviews in the Google
Playstore.

 Bottom Line: 

Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 
Competitor Profile



They’ve done a great job with SEO and positioning in Google, which gives
them an excellent advantage, however it doesn’t appear they are taking
advantage of their search ability.
Their Apple App Store rating is notably higher than their Playstore rating
which might mean they haven’t full optimized their app for Android users. 

Market Advantage:
When searching Google for “Pet Health App” Pawprint shows up second to
PetDesk. Searching the same criteria in the Apple App Store Pawprint shows up
3rd, however when searching the Google Play store Pawprint falls to 25th place in
the search results. Based on their search ability Pawprint has a great market
advantage with Apple users based on their high rating and ranking, and a decent
advantage for Android users as they show up high in Google rankings, but have an
average rating in the GooglePlay store and a lower ranking in the search results.

 Bottom Line:

Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 
Competitor Profile



They raised a substantial amount of funding between 2017-2020
They have stuck to their original mission despite the company changing hands.
Based on user reviews that android app appears to be “glitchy” and does not operate as intended for android
users, however most apple users have enjoyed this app, but note that they don’t have as much control over their
pet’s records and new features equates to a period of decreased functionality.

Marketing Profile:
Pawprint was established in 2014 by Emily Dong. When launching the app Pawprint’s main mission was to offer a
digital medical record so that pet owners have an easy way to prove their pet’s vaccination status to pet caretakers
which is required nearly everywhere you go. Pawprint appears to have stuck with their original concept of offering a
digital way to store your pet’s health information in the palm of your hand.

According to crunchbase.com Pawprint has raised 1.2M in funding as of April 2020. Metamorphosis Partners a pet
investment group acquired Pawprint in 2020 and the terms of the acquisition were not disclosed.

 -Bottom Line:

Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 
Competitor Profile

http://crunchbase.com/


Engagement between pet & pet parent.
A social or gamified component.
A better marketing plan to increase app awareness.
A better social media strategy that invites users to engage with
their brand.
Options to add your own pet providers. 
The ability to not only share records but to download the records.
Add a responsive web version, so users can review their records
on all devices.

Opportunities:

Pawprint: Pet Medical Record 
Competitor Profile - S.W.O.T 

A complete digital record of your Pet’s Health.
An easy way to show vaccination status.
A nice organization to their app.
Additional features like recalls, pet insurance, health guides and
more.

Strengths:  

Mobile only.
Limited control for pet parents.
Fix bugs and improve app functionality and accessibility for
android users.

Weaknesses:
Apps like PetDesk which are marketed to Veterinarians and then
trickled down to Pet parents via the vet’s recommendation.  
Apps with a strong presence on Social Media and offer a more
engaging experience with their potential users.
Apps that are designed more with the Pet Parent in mind and puts
them in control of their pet’s records and engages them to bond
with their pet in healthy ways.

Threats:



Pawprint: Pet Health Record

Usability: 
Pawprint’s app is relatively easy to use and easy to
navigate. The information on each screen is clearly
communicated and the task associated with each
feature is well defined and easy to execute. However
there are some features along what appears to be the
main navigation which don’t clearly indicate their
value.  

UX Analysis 



Pawprint: Pet Health Record

Layout: 
The first thing you notice is your pet’s profile & medical
history. There are two navigation bars with some different
features. Overall the layout is appealing and appears
clean. On the other hand it almost feels as though the app
is over designed, and offers separate functions, storage of
entry points that don’t seem to be necessary. There
appears to be a fair amount of redundancy, which could
be streamlined. 

UX Analysis 



Pawprint: Pet Health Record

Navigation Structure: 
There are two navigation bars. One along the bottom which offers
5 areas for engagement, however I’m not sure these things are
prioritized in the most functional and logical way. There is no
clearly defined home which is a bit confusing. Is home my pet’s
profile or is it supposed to be the dashboard? The second
navigation bar is specific to your pet, however again I’m wondering
if there would be a more efficient way to organize and prioritize
this information to reduce the number of steps needed. Simply
put, while the current design is functional the navigation feels too
spread out & over communicated.  

UX Analysis 



Pawprint: Pet Health Record

Compatibility: 
This app was designed for mobile use only and
offers no way to access records over the web.
It does appear to have functionality on tablets,
however user reviews tell us this app is not
optimized for Android devices and frequently
crash and or loses precious records which has
caused friction for users on this OS.

UX Analysis 



Pawprint: Pet Health Record
Call To Action (CTA):
Pawprint offers premium features of One free pet
medical record every month, 20% off additional pet
medical records, elusive offers from top pet brands,
share your pet’s medical records, personalized recall
alerts. User’s receive a 30 day free trial before
subscribing for $4.99 a month or $49.99 a year.  

This a bit shocking you are not aware this apps main
functionality is hindered by subscription. I would
improve this by partnering with different pet brands to
offer advertising & featured blog posts, charge a small
fee for the app download or offer premium features
that do not hinder the apps purpose.

UX Analysis 



Pawprint: Pet Health Record

Pawprint has an excellent concept and is delivering on it’s mission to provide a complete digital pet health record. The app is clean &
clearly communicates its functionality & solves the problem many pet parents have which is the ability to share vaccine records
easily with different providers.
Our app can build off of some of the success that Pawprint has and make our version a little more fun and engaging to use. Pet
parent’s don’t want more tasks to busy up their lives, they want to feel engaged in building a better bond with their pet. Our app
should be focused on empowering pet parent’s to not only track their pet’s health but feel as though they are taking an active roll in
improving their pet’s well-being.
We maybe able to add features that allow our pet parents to feel more in control of their records by streamlining & reorganizing the
medical records pages and moving records to the main navigation. We would also benefit from clearly defining a home page and
utilize the pet’s profile page in a more visually dynamic way rather than having to have a small secondary navigation system.
One area I feel is a bit of a disappointment is this app, like others appears to be focused on building relationships with Veterinarians
and not pet parents. Pet parents only have a limited selection of participating offices and have no way of adding their own vet or
other members of their pet’s care team. Rather than focuses strictly on gaining revenue or partnering with Vet offices I believe we
could adjust this and devote more design features for the pet parent ie: adding your own providers & uploading your own vaccine
history.  
There is also no way to connect to other pet parents, no community building activity and relationship building between pet and pet
parent.

Differentiation: 

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

Overview: I’ll be analyzing a potential competitor in the pet
health & wellness market called Pet Desk
(https://petdesk.com) which offers a streamlined way to
connect veterinarians with pet parents and a digital record of
the Pet’s Health record.

PetDesk appears to be a responsive web app & mobile
application that focuses on improving pet patient outcomes &
increasing pet’s longevity.

Competitor Profile

https://petdesk.com/


Offers connections with participating veterinarians.
Focuses on building better relationships between Pet Professionals and Pet
Parents.
Organized digital pet health record with many desirable features for supporting
pet health.

Key Objectives:
“Healthy Pets, Happy Humans” is the Pet Desk slogan. They attempt to stand out in
the market by seamlessly connecting pet parent’s with their pet care professionals.
They’re offering an app that is intended to “Effortlessly manage your pet’s health in
one place with indispensable features”.  

 Bottom Line: 

PetDesk
Competitor Profile



Pet Desk is clearly the #1 ranked app for Pet Health & Wellness.  
Offers tools designed for veterinarians to connect easier with pet parents.
Great features, but designed as a business tool for veterinarians and not for pet parents.  

Overall Strategy: 
Upon doing a quick Google search Pet Desk’s website appears first in the search results and a paid ad for their app is at
the top of the page. There does not appear to be any articles or media readily available about Pet Desk, press doesn’t
seem to be a valuable outlet for promotion. However, they do show up first in both the Google Playstore & the Apple App
Store. 
Social Media: Pet Desk does have active social media profiles on Facebook & Instagram and they have a decent number
of followers as well as relatively decent engagement on their pages.
Price: Pet Desk is a free app that appears to be funded via participating veterinarians. 
Reviews: Pet Desk maintains a 4.8 out of 18K+ reviews in the Google Playstore & 4.8 out of 206k reviews in the Apple App
Store. 

Bottom Line:

PetDesk
Competitor Profile



PetDesk has done an excellent job positioning themselves as the leader
in the market, however it does not appear that they are focused on
marketing or communicating directly to pet parents.
According to reviews in both app stores, it is apparent that users are
interested in the features of the app, however there are some have not
been created with the appropriate functionality for pet parents.

Market Advantage:
When searching Google and both Android & Apple App stores, PetDesk
shows up first in all rankings. Based on their search ability and the reviews of
this app it is quite apparent that PetDesk has great market advantage across
the board which appears to be due to their relationships with Veterinary
offices.

Bottom Line:

PetDesk
Competitor Profile



No readily available financial information or records for this business.
PetDesk has stayed true to their mission and offers great tools and resources that Veterinarians can customize to fit
their business needs.
It is apparent that this app focuses on the needs of veterinary businesses and fails to miss some of the functional
needs of the pet parent.
PetDesk was designed and is marketed to veterinarians and not to the average consumer or pet parent. 

Marketing Profile:
PetDesk was founded in 2013 by entrepreneurs, Taylor Cavanah, Ken Tsui, and Aaron Bannister. When PetDesk launched
its main mission was to bring better technology to veterinarians with providing pet parent’s with a better way to connect
to their pet’s care team. It appears that PetDesk has stuck to their main mission and have a whole host of impressive
features to add in better communication between veterinarians and pet parents. Their concept provides quick resource
and a digital pet record that pet parents can access via web and on the go. There is no information of data on how they
obtained their financial backing upon start up.

Bottom Line:

PetDesk
Competitor Profile



Engagement between pet & pet parent.
A social of gamified component.
A better way to select and share specific records.
Better in app organization.
Options to add your own providers if they are not listed.
A way to upload/add or digitize paper pet records.
More continuity in functionality and use of all potential users.
Better resources that empower the pet parent.

Opportunities:

PetDesk
Competitor Profile - S.W.O.T 

A complete digital record of your Pet’s Health.
An easy to share vaccine history.
One simple navigation bar.
Features like shareable pet records & reminders.
Great tools for veterinary businesses.

Strengths:

Limited control for pet parents.  
Limited functionality of some features.
App appears to have a higher value placed on UI than on
functionality of features.

Weaknesses:
Apps that are designed specifically for the Pet Parent’s goals and
needs in mind.
Apps that empower a healthy lifestyle for pets & pet parents
combined.
Apps that don’t rely solely on veterinarians to market and
promote their business.

Threats:



PetDesk
Usability: 
PetDesk’s mobile app is relatively easy to navigate and follow.
The Onboarding is a simple walk through process that helps the
user input valuable & useful information in the app so that they
can have a rewarding experience with the app. They have a
clearly defined navigation menu that is easy to find. Where I
believe there is a lot of room for improvement is some of the
prompts are not completely clear, which leads to a small
amount of friction and a pause to have to think about what is
being asked. It’s also a bit confusing when pop ups for a new &
improved layout appear for a new user who doesn’t know that
things are different, which in turn makes the onboarding
process even longer and more time consuming. There are also a
number of concerns around the design of certain features, like
choosing a vet, appointments & more.  

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

Layout: 
The layout of the app is generally appealing. The UI
design is impactful and well done. There are a number of
improvements I would make to the layout as it feels
almost under designed in some ways with a lot of wasted
space on unimportant information, such as images.
Important information is highlighted, but it could be
prioritized a bit better, ie. large pet images while the
medical/prescription  links are smaller and less defined.

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

Navigation Structure:  
I appreciate the simplicity of one main navigation menu which is
relatively clear and straightforward, however some of the minor
things that could use improvement is prioritization of features that
all users will have access & ability to use such as two-way
messaging which not all providers use to connect with app users.
The appointment function is by “request” only which lacks
fundamental usability and users will ultimately become frustrated
and call their provider. I would consider reprioritizing the options
in the navigation to fit more of what the pet parent would like to
use.

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

Compatibility: 
It appears there is a web version of this app
where user’s can login, however upon
further investigation this feature is not
available for pet parents and is only
available for veterinary clinics. This is a huge
disappointment as I believe pet parents
would like to be able to access their pet’s
medical records from a laptop or PC as well
as a mobile device. 

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

Call To Action (CTA): 
Pet Desk is a 100% free app for pet parents that is fully
supported by participating providers. The call to
actions in app are related to requesting appointments,
purchasing pet insurance and reminders about
upcoming health visits or reminders for
medication/vaccinations.

UX Analysis 



PetDesk

PetDesk is delivering on its mission to serve the Veterinary community with effective and customizable tools. It offers Pet
Parent’s a digital health record, so long as their pet provider is within the Pet Desk community. It clearly offers functionality in
offering reminders for appointments, medications, vaccines and other items pet parents may like to add as a to-do.
Where this app like other major competitors is it focuses on delivers practice tools and solves for problems Veterinarians face,
rather than focus on what pet parents want or need in order to best care for their pets.  
Our app should be focused on the needs of Pet, Pet Parent & assist in connecting to providers in a way that is consistent across
the board. Our focus should be on empowering and connecting our pet & pet parents in mutually beneficial ways.  We can make
our app more engaging by offering quick health tips that don’t require a lot of time or reading.  
We definitely want to add features that pet parents actually want and make sure they function properly and consistently
regardless of the status on participating providers. Instead of obtaining fees or funding via vet relations, we could focus on
featuring pet centric business, possibly solely small pet businesses. Offering targeted ads for products our clientele may actually
want and need. Businesses that would have a mutual benefit from pet health.
Our main goal should be on empowering pet parents, helping them to feel in total control of their Pet’s Health & health records
regardless of where the pet provider, as well as building a better bond with our pets.

Differentiation:  

UX Analysis 



These apps were viewed as a source of inspiration on how they
motivate their users through social engagement, badges &
achievements.

Garmin Connect & Fitbit
Insights gained: While a full review of these apps was not performed,
these apps add community, engagement & gamification by offering
badges for specific health related milestones. For our app we could
add the functionality to connect to these other apps, but also add
features that would allow pet parent’s to log healthy activities with
their pets. Ie: 5 days of 30 min walks, 5 days of 15 mins of playtime, 5
days of 60 mins of snuggle time, 60 mins of social interaction. Allowing
pet parent’s to connect with one another via app will add a
community that encourages and engages users to be more consistent
in app use. It will also help with the marketing aspect of the app as
well, as word of mouth is still the greatest form of advertising.

Analogous Inspirations


